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best anti-aging

Top-tested products from
foundation to lipstick to mascara

Makeup used to promise to add a flush to your

cheeks, a rosy hue to your lips. Today it aims to do
much, much more: hydrate skin, minimize wrinkles, diminish lines on lips. And not just while
you’re wearing it: Like lotions and serums, antiaging makeup vows to deliver skin benefits over
time, so you’ll eventually look better even when
you don’t have it on.
Skeptical? We were, too. Last summer, we began
a yearlong project to determine, scientifically,
if any of the myriad anti-aging cosmetics lived

CONCEALER

The contenders disguise
dark circles while moisturizing, firming, and
improving the look of
lines and wrinkles over
time.
Testing time Four weeks
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GOLD
WINNER

GOLD WINNER Testers
found Maybelline
New York Instant Age
Rewind Eraser Dark
Circles Treatment
Concealer ($10,
drugstores; six
shades) lived up to its
name: It excelled at hiding
undereye circles as well as
going on smoothly and
providing lasting
coverage. In the lab,
it earned one of the
highest scores for
moisturization—
quite a feat, since
most of the
competition was
drying. Testers said
“Good coverage—
not greasy or
heavy.”

SILVER WINNER

The lab gave
Avon Anew AgeTransforming
Concealer
SPF 15 ($10,
avon.com; six
shades) high
marks for firming. Though some
shades had peachy
undertones,
consumers liked
how well the
product matched
their skin tone. Also
noteworthy:

*

up to their claims—eye shadows that say they
don’t crease, lipliners that are supposedly antifeathering, and primers that promise to hide lines.
We enlisted 661 women, ages 35 to 79, to try
them—in some cases, for as long as eight weeks.
They filled out questionnaires, came to our lab for
skin analyses done with high-tech equipment,
and went home with the test brands.* The good
news: The bold claims aren’t all marketing hype.
Here are the 11 winners (gold) and 11 runners-up
(silver) that were proven to work.

It was the only
concealer we
tested that
offered a shade
for dark skin.
Testers said “The
shade blended
well with my skin.
The brush tip
helps dispense
the concealer
evenly.”

GOLD
WINNER

tip Apply
concealer after
foundation—you’ll
use less, thereby
helping to prevent
caking and
creasing.

FOUNDATION

The contenders have
an SPF of 15 or higher,
instantly moisturize and
firm skin, and, over eight
weeks, reduce the look of
fine lines and even out
skin tone.
Testing time Eight weeks

SHEER TO MEDIUM
COVERAGE
GOLD WINNER The luxe

Chanel Lift Lumière
Firming and Smoothing Fluid Makeup SPF
15 ($65, chanel.com;
eight shades) earned

Testers didn’t know what brands they were testing.
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MEDIUM TO
FULL COVERAGE
GOLD WINNER

the
only
perfect
lab score
for firming, as

well as high marks for
moisturizing. Women
raved about its natural,
subtle coverage and
smooth texture.
Testers said “I loved
everything about this
foundation—color;
coverage; the dewy,
youthful look of my skin.”
“I have fallen in love with
this foundation.”

The splurgeworthy La Prairie
Anti-Aging Foundation SPF 15 ($105,
department stores;
eight shades) excelled
at moisturizing skin
(per our lab tests).
Just as impressive, some
testers noticed that it
helped even out their skin
tone, a result the lab also
observed after eight
weeks. Testers said “It
covered my sunspots with
a smooth, velvety finish.
My husband said my skin
looked more youthful!”

SILVER WINNER It was
a photo finish, with
Revlon Age Defying
With DNA Advantage
Cream Makeup SPF
20 ($15, drugstores;
eight shades) sliding
into second. Both
winners garnered the
same moisturizing scores,
while consumers ranked
Revlon just below La
Prairie for non-cakey
coverage. (None of the
foundations we tested did
much to minimize the
look of fine lines over
eight weeks.)
Testers said “I absolutely
loved how my skin looked
using this foundation.”

tip Don’t rely on foundation
alone for sun protection,
especially if you’re not
wearing an even layer all over
your face. Apply over a
moisturizer with SPF.

3 WAYS

SILVER WINNER Wom-

en favored Avon
Anew AgeTransforming
Foundation
SPF 15 ($16,
avon.com; 14
shades) for
going on
smoothly as
well as
providing
just the
right
amount of
coverage. It
also earned
high moisturizing and
firming scores
in the lab.
Testers said “It
gave my skin a
great glow,
and I felt like I
wasn’t wearing
anything.”

Makeup Knocks Off Years
More and more cosmetics (including lots we
tested) are packed with anti-agers like peptides and hyaluronic acid. But even makeup
without skin-care–like benefits can help you
turn back the clock by:

1
2
3

Perfecting skin Age brings spots, spider

veins, fine lines—yikes—all of which can make skin
look less than smooth and fresh. Concealer and
foundation disguise these imperfections.

GOLD
WINNER

Defining features With time, lashes and

brows become sparser, and the borders of lips
thin. Eyeliner, mascara, brow pencil, and lipliner all sharpen features so they stand out instead of
fading.

Brightening Due to dryness and the break-

down of skin collagen, skin can start to look
sallow. Lipstick, blush, and eye shadow enliven
the face with color.

3

GOLD
WINNER

SILVER WINNER Wallet-

friendly CoverGirl &
Olay Simply Ageless
Serum Primer ($14,
drugstores) garnered
the highest lab scores
for moisturizing (after
six hours) and did well at

PRIMER

The contenders reduce
the appearance of fine
lines, wrinkles, and pores
and increase skin’s
firmness. They’re designed to go on under
foundation, or to be used
on their own.
Testing time Four weeks

GOLD WINNER Testers
loved that Korres
Quercetin & Oak
Antiageing Age
Reversing Face Primer
($33, Sephora), a

silicone-free smoother,
helped makeup go on
more easily and last
longer. The lab gave it top
marks for firming. Testers
said “It did add a smoother
look to foundation. And it
also gave my skin a nice
look and feel without
foundation.” “It seemed to
even out my skin tone and
reduce the redness around
my cheeks.”

Testing
by the
Numbers

immediately minimizing
the look of lines.
Consumers
commended
the light
texture and
spreadability. Testers
said “I liked
that it was
lightweight
and did not
leave an
oily feel or
interfere with
my makeup
application.”

the consumer tests,
Dior Rouge Serum
SPF 20 ($34, department stores; 10
shades) was the
standout for volunteers who raved about

its moisturizing and
smoothing qualities.
Testers said “I absolutely
loved this lipstick! I adored
the color, and it was so
silky. It kept my lips
moisturized the entire
time I was wearing it.”

SILVER WINNER A close

second—and even
pricier!—By Terry
Rouge Terrybly
Age-Defense Lipstick
($49, barneys.com;
15 shades) ranked
high with
women for its

creamy texture.
Lab tests showed it
made lips look everTip Putting on
too much primer right before
so-slightly fuller.
foundation can cause pilling.
Testers said “I love
Use sparingly and allow to
the texture and
dry before applying
color—it feels very
foundation.
moisturizing and
soothing on my lips.
And I like the
way my
WINNER
mouth
The contenders
looks
promise to increase lips’
with it
fullness, smoothness, and
on!”
softness and reduce
lines over time.

LIPSTICK

GOLD

Tip

Testing time Four weeks

Expect to
reapply:
As a rule,
creamy
lipsticks
lack
staying
power.

GOLD WINNER Acing

*

None of the tested
lipsticks minimized fine
lines over time, but our
winners did make testers’
lips look smoother.

661

volunteers age
35 and older…

48

GOLD
WINNER

LIPLINER

The contenders, de
facto anti-agers, bolster
the lip line, which thins
with age, and help
prevent feathering.
Testing time One week

GOLD WINNER Urban

Decay 24/7 GlideOn Lip Pencil ($19,
Sephora; 10 shades)
took top honors,

thanks to its smooth
texture plus how well it
defined lips and nixed
feathering. Testers said
“Absolutely loved this
product. I am throwing
out my other lipliners.”

SILVER WINNER The
retractable Guerlain
The Lip Liner ($30,
Nordstrom; seven
shades, with built-in
sharpener) was
equally good at
feathering prevention,
though it earned slightly
lower scores for defining
lips. Still, women preferred
the Guerlain to our firstplace finisher for being
non-drying. Testers said
“It didn’t dry out my lips
and looked lovely, even
by itself.”

Tip If you’re looking for a
shade to match your natural
lip color, Urban Decay in
Wallflower and Guerlain in
Bois de Santal filled the bill
for most of our testers.

average age of
testers…

GOLD WINNER

SILVER WINNER While
less effective at
immediate plumping,
Rodial Glam Balm Lip
($25, Nordstrom) was
the least irritating.

Both the lab and consumers found that it minimized
lines, and testers liked how
soft it made their lips.
Testers said “It left my lips
shiny and smooth.” “The
rose scent is calming.”

GOLD
WINNER

LIP PLUMPER

The contenders instantly
increase lips’ fullness,
smoothness, and softness.
Testing time Two
minutes in the lab (to
evaluate the instant
claims); three to seven
days at home

GOLD WINNER Testers

gave mint-scented
Smashbox O-Plump
($25, Sephora) a
perfect score for
ease of application;

they also liked the
non-sticky texture.
Though some found
that it stung and burned,
they still reported
immediate plumping
effects. Lab results
showed that it minimized
lips’ fine lines even more
than it plumped lips.
Testers said “It has a
pretty shine that doesn’t
feel or look sticky and a
very light scent.”

tip If your lips are
particularly sensitive, try
applying plumper over, rather
than under, lipstick.

CREASE-PROOF
EYE SHADOW
The contenders go
on smoothly, without
creasing or smudging, and
last throughout the day.

Testing time Six hours in
the lab (to test for creasing);
one week at home

12

*

Creams had better
staying power, but testers
found powders easier to
apply and remove.

GOLD
WINNER

months of
research…

Creamy MAC Paint
Pot ($18.50, MAC
stores; nine shades)
won points with
consumers and in
the lab for lasting all
day and resisting
creasing. Testers liked

that it was smudgeresistant, yet still easy to
remove. Testers said
“So easy to apply and not
have to worry about it
wearing off during the
course of the day.” “It’s
budge-proof!”
tip For cream eye shadow,
use a brush with synthetic
bristles (they don’t absorb
shadow, for easier blending).

SILVER WINNER Try our
second-place finisher,
Revlon ColorStay 16
Hour Eye Shadow
($7.49, drugstores; 16
shades), if you prefer
powder. It performed
just as well as MAC in lab
tests for crease resistance;
volunteers loved that it
was easy to use and didn’t
settle into wrinkles.
Testers said “Really didn’t
crease or smudge. It
stayed fresh-looking no
matter how hard I tried to
wreck it.”

HOW WE TESTED

1 We did a thorough

market search, gathering
283 cosmetics that made anti-aging claims. Then we
brought in a team of top-notch makeup artists (see “Meet
Our Experts,” page 8), people who apply makeup on
women of all ages for print and television, day in and day
out. Well versed in what works—and what doesn’t—they
helped us eliminate the least-promising options.

2 The remaining 97

cosmetics were each handed
out to at least 20 women, 35 years of age or older,
across the country. In the lab, we wielded high-tech
equipment: a Cutometer, which measures skin’s firmness;
a Corneometer to analyze hydration; and a Visia Skin
Complexion Analyzer, which quantifies wrinkles, spots,
and skin texture. Visia photos were also used to detect
eye shadow creasing and the staying power of eye shadow primers. Volunteers filled out page after page of
questionnaires, offering voluminous comments on what
they liked—and what they didn’t.

3

A year later, after lots of number crunching, we

were as excited as you will be to discover the winners—and put them to use in our own makeup routines.

283

anti-aging makeup
products screened…
5

Testers said “I loved,
loved, loved this product—
and I have used almost
everything for my brows.
This is, bar none, the best
brow pencil ever!”

SILVER WINNER Estée

GOLD
WINNER

Lauder Automatic
Brow Pencil Duo
($25, department
stores; four shades)
was praised for being
smudge-resistant and
delivering the right
color. Testers also

appreciated the twist-up
formula (no sharpening
required) and the
built-in angled brush
for blending. Testers
said “It blended into
my brows seamlessly. I loved the
color and the way it
filled them in.”
tip No need to completely
color in your brows: Define
areas that are sparse, usually
the arch or tail, then blend.

5 MAKEUP MYTHS BUSTED
BROW
PENCILS

The contenders Also de
facto anti-agers, these
help to shape and fill in
sparse eyebrows.
Testing time One week

*

Pencils are the most
foolproof way to define
brows, our expert panel
told us.

GOLD WINNER Ousting
the competition,
Lancôme Le Crayon
Poudre ($25.50,
department stores;
seven shades) was a
volunteer favorite…
it was the easiest to use
and drew raves about
its built-in corkscrew
brow brush. It also got
kudos for its smooth
texture and for filling in
and defining brows.

1

You have to use a primer Yes,
we have winning face primers and eye
shadow primers. No, you don’t have to
use them. We’re devotees of face primer—
an extra step that, paradoxically, saves time
in the A .M. because it helps foundation go
on smoothly, fast. Eye shadow primer can
help make shadows easier to blend. But if
you don’t find that they deliver seamless
results or minimize imperfections, skip ’em.

2

A foundation brush is a must

“Not so,” says celebrity makeup artist Troy Surratt. “Your fingers work
just as well.” While pros often use a brush
with clients, who may not be keen on having
their faces touched, fingers have their advantages. They warm the makeup so it melts
into skin. Also, you can feel when the makeup starts to drag instead of glide—a signal
to add a smidge more.

3

Base should go all over You

may need coverage everywhere, but
that doesn’t mean you should put on
an even coating of foundation—that’ll make
your face look masklike. You have the most

redness and discoloration around your
nostrils, the tip of your nose, and the bottom of your chin, so start in the center of
your face and work out. You need the least
coverage near your hairline.

4

Powder is a no-no Here’s the

official green light for using a
powder—like a mineral makeup—if
that’s what you prefer. Simply stick to the
even planes of your face (like your cheeks
and chin) and avoid areas with fine lines
(like your forehead or near your eyes). One
caveat: If you have large pores, skip powder, as it can settle into and draw attention
to them.

5

Concealer should be pale

There’s no need to fuss about your
undereye concealer shade. Many
(like our silver winner, Avon) have a peachy
cast to correct bluish and gray circles.
Some have a pinkish hue to brighten. Just
make sure yours looks natural when blended into your skin; you don’t want to
have white raccoon eyes à la ’80s
TV queen Donna Mills.

10,680 Corneometer readings (for hydration)…
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GOLD
WINNER

shadow like a charm!”
“My eye shadow lasted all
day instead of wearing
off by noon as it
normally would.”

SILVER WINNER

EYE SHADOW
PRIMER

The contenders create
a smooth base for
eye shadow application,
extend its wear,
prevent creasing, and
disguise eyelid imperfections. Like face
primers, most rely on
silicones or waxes.
Testing time Six hours
in the lab to test the
ability to extend eye
shadow wear; one week
at home

GOLD WINNER Eye
shadow lasted
longest with Laura
Mercier Eye Basics
($24, department
stores; eight shades),
per testers and the
lab. Shadow went over

it smoothly, volunteers
noted, and colors looked
more vibrant.
Testers said “I cannot rave
enough about this product.
It glides on, so you don’t
need to pull at delicate eye
skin. And it holds eye

4,272

Urban Decay
Eyeshadow
Primer Potion
($20, Sephora; four
shades)
virtually
matched the
Laura Mercier in lab
tests for extending
wear and preventing
creasing. Volunteers

gave it kudos for being
nonirritating and going on
smoothly. It also rated well
for disguising
eyelid
imperfections
like redness
and spots.
Testers said
“It is simply
the best eye
shadow primer
that I’ve
ever tried. The
product keeps
shadow on all
day and doesn’t
crease. You can
wear it alone,
and it takes
away any
discoloration on
your eyelid.”
tip Try a nude or
neutral-colored
eye primer on days
you want to skip
shadow. It will
brighten your eyes
for a youthful,
wide-awake look.

5 STEPS TO
BRIGHTER EYES

Whether it’s because of age or lack of
sleep (or both), chances are you could
use a little help in looking fresh and
energetic. Here, from celebrity makeup
artist Troy Surratt, how to make your
eyes sparkle:

1 Create an oil-free zone

Oil can make mascara
smear, and that includes oil from eye-makeup
remover. “If you used a wipe or cotton ball the night
before but didn’t wash your face, you may have residual
oil around your eyes the next day,” says Surratt. “Also,
don’t apply your eye cream too close to your lashline,
even at night. It can get into the lashes and stay there.”
Wash your face in the morning to clean away any residue.

2 Dab, pat, set

Our winning concealers come with
built-in applicators, but even better, they’re packed
with light diffusers, softening the look of lines. Once
you’ve brushed or dabbed one on, pat to eliminate any
stroke marks and set the makeup.

3

Go solo If you’re not sure what to do with two (or
three) shades of eye shadow, use just one. “A single
color can be really effective at brightening the eye,” says
Surratt. Apply it from the lashline to the crease or, if it’s
very light, to the browbone. Bonus: A brightening color
like champagne will help your lashes stand out.

4

Lighten up Harsh liner can look retro, and dark
colors often close up the eye. Stick to a lighter shade
like taupe or brown. To diffuse the line even more, use
an eye shadow powder and an eyeliner brush instead of
a pencil.

5

Create fringe benefits Curl lashes, and then
apply mascara on upper and lower sets. “When you
capitalize on every single lash, they appear as little lines
radiating away from the eye (like sunbeams) and create
the optical illusion that the eye is bigger.”

Cutometer readings
(for firmness)…

3,127

before and
after photos…
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and didn’t flake.” “I
have very little lashes,
and it worked great.”

SILVER WINNER

Lancôme Définicils
($26, department
stores; four shades)
was favored for its
maximum staying
power. While none of the

Portraits, from top: PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D (3); courtesy of Lisa Revellese-Mirante; courtesy of Sarah Silver; Mark Seliger.

GOLD
WINNER

MASCARA

The contenders lengthen and thicken eyelashes
without flaking, smudging, or clumping.
Testing time One week

GOLD WINNER An
all-around champ,
MAC False Lashes
($20, MAC stores; two
shades) was deemed
best by testers at
lengthening, thickening, and separating
fringe (while being

no sweat to remove).
Lab tests proved that it
didn’t clump. Testers said
“A silky, non-clumpy
formula that coated every
lash without being thick,

products scored high for
curling, testers found this
was best at curling lashes.
Testers said “Wow! This is
a game changer. It’s the
only mascara that didn’t
smudge on my oily skin.
Plus, it creates lush, fringy
lashes that look terrific. It’s
my new favorite product.”
“I had no idea my
eyelashes could be
so defined. I even
received some
compliments on
how long and
pretty they
looked.”
tip The MAC

mascara comes
in two shades
of black. If
you prefer
brown or
deep brown,
try the
Lancôme.

Meet Our Experts
Birnur K. Aral, Ph.D., health, beauty &
environmental sciences director
“Our foundation study was particularly
challenging because we had to match each
tester with just the right shade…and we had
125 shades! I was having nightmares just thinking about
the trial and error it would take, especially for our off-site
testers. I was always relieved when I got an e-mail from a
tester saying she had received ‘the perfect match.’ ”
Charmaine A. Rodriques, chemist
“I’ve never used a brow pencil before, but
after seeing the results of our test, I’m going
to start using one of our winners. They were
hugely popular with testers, and I was
impressed by how much better—and younger—you can
look with a fuller brow.”
Mary E. Clarke, product analyst
“I was surprised to find that in our concealer
test, the top four concealers were the least
expensive products in the group. One
concealer that cost seven times as much as
our winner, Maybelline, was a disappointment. It’s proof
that you don’t always have to spend a lot for good quality.”
Lisa Revellese-Mirante, an Emmynominated makeup artist, has been making
everyone from actresses to musicians
to politicians look their best on television
for more than 25 years.
Troy Surratt, a New York City celebrity
makeup artist, consults with major cosmetics
companies on product development. He
loves bringing accessible beauty to women
everywhere. His favorite muse? His mom!
Birgitte Philippides, a beauty expert
and celebrity hair and makeup artist, has
spent the past two decades working with
clients in industries from music to entertainment to fashion.

2,004 volunteer questionnaires tallied
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Look & Feel
7 Years Younger

Turn back the clock! In just seven weeks on this anti-aging
plan, you can rejuvenate your skin, rehab your diet and
exercise, sharpen your mind, and learn which makeup and
hair products will help you look your youngest.

Get
your
book
today!
Available only at
7yearsyounger.com/bookgh
PLUS
Get 3 free reports packed with
anti-aging advice to keep—even if
you decide to return the book!

food
lover’s

Cookbook

make
lust

weight

loss
easy

last

made
Your real-world guide to slimming
down: smart, scientifically
proven strategies that really work

14

recipes are
waiting inside to become
your new favorites.
Each is quick, healthy,
and delicious!

●

●

●

TESTED AND APPROVED BY THE
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING RESEARCH INSTITUTE

1

You love your husband dearly. But where did that
early, heady newlywed excitement—and lust—go?
To help rekindle the spark, follow this smart (and
sexy!) advice. We’ll show you how to
❋ Put your marriage first (even when work, the
kids, and the laundry are begging for attention)
❋ Stop squabbling with your guy—we have a
foolproof plan for keeping the peace
❋ Create easy dates (not only at night!) that bring
you closer, even when you’re tight on time
❋ Generate some heat between the sheets

Join us on facebook.com/7yearsyounger and
get the most out of our plan!
Visit 7yearsyounger.com/shop for all the
beauty products you’ll need to begin
Follow us on Twitter: @7yearsyounger

